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he long-raging debate over the potential of the Internet and new media to invigorate
citizens’ participation in politics is not a matter of theoretical speculation any more but
an acutely practical affair. Nowadays, when citizens, activists and participants in social
movements want to voice their views and define their political identities they
increasingly do so in hybrid media environments. Slowly but surely, these environments
exhibit exciting new possibilities for mobilization, organization and discussion. With a
massive growth in online social networking, digital infrastructures offer citizens new
channels for speaking and acting together and thus lower the threshold for involvement
in collective action and, eventually, politics. This, in turn, changes the power dynamics of
participation. Digital storytelling, for example, is a novel tool for engaging ordinary
people in the discussion of issues of wide public significance. Mass media and
institutional gatekeepers are being circumvented by citizen reporters and commentators
who provide first-hand, real-time coverage and non-hegemonic interpretations of offline
political events. This increases pressure on traditional media organizations to include
different voices originating from social media platforms, further enhancing their reach
and impact.
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However, some observers have questioned the notion of new media as tools for social
change as well as their capacity to level the political playing field. These critical views
have been voiced specifically with regards to the implications of corporate ownership of
social media platforms and the increasing capacity of governments to monitor citizens’
behavior. Another question that has been raised is whether ‘clicktivism’ is eroding the
physical or embodied participation constituting traditional offline activism. Doubts have
been voiced also about the possibility of political causes succeeding through mediated
activism alone.
The rise of social media has also prompted many political institutions and actors to reexamine not only their media strategies, but more importantly, their ways of governance.
Looking from the top down, some states, municipalities and governmental organizations
have been at pains to make use of new media in fulfilling their mandates. They have
strived to build new openness and accessibility into their existing practices. To what
extent have these efforts resonated with citizens’ expectations and demands? Have they
connected with the bottom-up impulses and trends described previously? Have they
contributed to enhancing citizens’ participation in making the decisions that affect their
lives? What uncertainties and challenges does this situation present?
The contributions to this special issue engage with these debates head-on but also reach
further, to the practical question of how, through what technical means and social
arrangements, can the affordances of new media be mobilized in empowering and
effective civic action. They present actual cases of such mobilization in living detail and
extract from them observations, tips, and principles of design and organization that can
be carried over to other similar situations across the field. It would be a simplification to
say that thanks to these insights the big questions raised in the literature find definitive
answers. They remain open and vexing for researchers and activists alike. However, the
studies reported here help anchor these questions in concrete social contexts, technical
platforms and actor experiences. In this way, new dimensions of the issues are revealed
and some unexpected possibilities and pitfalls are detected. The articles cover local
developments as well as transnational civic activism, grassroots initiatives as well as
projects pursued by administrative bodies. They delineate successful tactics invented by
grassroots movements alongside with new incarnations of powerful discourses in digital
formats.
The study by Henrik Serup Christensen starts us on a cautiously optimistic note by
showing through analysis of survey data gathered in Finland that people who regularly
engage in political activities online are no less informed and politically engaged offline
than those who turn to the Internet for political reasons less frequently. Christensen
interprets these results as a proof that fears of “Internet slacktivism” replacing embodied
participation in the political sphere are overstated. While politics performed on the
Internet may not be the remedy for all ills of contemporary democracies, it does not
inhibit those who are interested from getting involved in political activities offline as
some pessimistic accounts have predicted.
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Yana Breindl’s in-depth examination of the practices of a varied set of European “digital
rights” activist groups traces the interconnections of their online and offline activities and
demonstrates both the importance and the complexity of translating the decisions reached
in digital forums to the actual world of political institutions. Interestingly, Breindl’s close
scrutiny of how digital activism actually works reveals a number of exclusions and
systematic inequalities embedded in the process. With respect to the particular cause
mobilizing these activists, the ability to participate as well as the chance to emerge as a
leader is strongly dependent on technical competence, belonging to geek culture, being
male, highly educated and urban.
Paul Hepburn’s fascinating network ethnography of a public debate around a referendum
on a proposed measure for reducing traffic congestion in Manchester reveals in vivid
colors that the online sphere is highly contested among various agents and infiltrated by
powerful interests just like the traditional media space. His research discerns effective
tactics implemented by citizens participating in the debate allowing them to shrewdly
navigate and shape the online public opinion and ultimately influence the outcome of the
referendum. At the same time it also becomes clear that the coalition of powerful business
and political players representing one of the sides in the debate manages to earn
prominence in the digital sphere through massive investment of resources, professional
appeal and multimedia pressure. Hepburn then offers interesting reflections on where
that leaves us on the question of power equalization versus imbalance in online
participation.
The next contribution by Roy Bendor, Susanna Haas Lyons and John Robinson offers
another colorful example of e-deliberation concerning sustainable transportation staged in
the city of Vancouver, Canada. The authors’ analysis delves into the different modes of
discourse comprising democratic deliberation and its complexities. It zooms in on the
technical features of digital platforms, in particular Facebook, and the ways in which they
support or obstruct desired processes inherent to such deliberation. They find that
Facebook’s design is biased towards a dialogical, open-ended mode of discourse, allowing
participants to integrate various styles of expression, personal experiences and forms of
reasoning. However, it hinders decision-making and the achievement of consensus.
Bendor et al. identify adjustments that need to be made to the Facebook platform and
moderation strategies that would allow shared understanding, agreement and concerted
action to emerge as a result of public deliberation. Thus the close examination of the
Vancouver experience generates useful ideas that can help future initiatives aimed at
involving ordinary citizens in the discussion of initiatives planned by administrative and
other political bodies.
A very different kind of discourse and a distinct relationship between those in power and
ordinary citizens is the object of discussion in the article by Patrícia Dias da Silva and José
Luís Garcia. The authors’ goal is to determine the democratic value of satirical memes
propagated via online social networks. The particular meme in question in their study is
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the “Downfall meme,” a common pattern of ridiculing powerful personalities based on a
scene of the film Der Untergang that proliferated across numerous YouTube videos. The
authors suggest that although in such activities citizens do not intend any direct political
message or effect, their creative power unlocked by new media effectively brings into
existence an oppositional stream in popular and political culture. They use historical and
literary evidence to reinforce the importance of humorous expression as a form of cultural
activism that challenges the established authorities and political order.
In the final article of this collection, our attention is directed to an example of a concrete
digitally supported campaign, addressing the need to bring citizens and municipal
decision-makers closer together. Edith Maier offers a blueprint, informed by the principles
of behavioral economics, for engaging citizens in the creation and implementation of
policies aimed at promoting sustainable local mobility in the City of St. Gallen,
Switzerland. Taking into account the specificities of the Swiss democratic system (i.e.
direct democracy), the project outlines a strategy incorporating both social media and
open data approaches and goes beyond the usual e-participation goals of consultation and
legitimization.
Across the diverse array of cases portrayed in these studies the abstract queries about the
democratic potential of the Internet and new media suddenly acquire flesh, blood,
interfaces and breath-taking dynamics. Clearly, it is not possible and useful to look for an
overarching resolution to the argument between optimists and critics. The optimist seeing
possibilities and the critic aware of pitfalls instead need to be present on every concrete
site and in every instance where digital media and civic and political action meet, mesh
and target a concrete goal.
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